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What are your favorite foreplay moves?

Would you rather have morning sex or night sex?

What movie couple has the love story most like ours? Explain.

Ask me anything you want to know.

Do you like for me to be loud when we are having sex or keep quiet?

What food or smell really puts you in the mood?

Describe to me in detail the oral technique you like to use on me.

When I am on top of you, what’s your favorite part of me to watch?
What’s your favorite sex position?

What do you want me to say while we are having sex?

What does it mean to talk dirty? Give me an example of what you mean.

What are is going through your mind while we have sex?

What did you think the first time you saw me naked?

Tell me what it is like to have sex with me.

If we could have sex anywhere in public and not get caught, tell me where it would be.

What do I do that really turns you on?
Do your best twerking moves for 20 seconds.

Kiss me upside down like Mary Jane kissed Spiderman.

Use your tongue to write a word that describes me on my back.

Use your finger to write your name on your favorite part of my body.

Use my finger or hand and show me how you like to receive oral sex.

One minute pillow fight!

Give me a 30 second lap dance.

Use your fingers to trace over your favorite parts of my body.
Hold my hand while you kiss me for 20 seconds.

Kiss your way down my back or stomach.

Massage me any way you choose for 30 seconds.

Snuggle me how you like for 20 seconds.

Stimulate two parts of my body at once. Use your hands on one part and lips on the other.

Make out with me like we used to, before we started having sex.

Kiss me with your eyes open for 30 seconds.

Wife asks Husband to pick TRUTH or DARE. Husband picks.
Wife pulls the top card from that pile. Wife asks Husband the question or gives him the dare.
Husband answers question or performs dare. Once Husband has done what is on the card, switch roles and repeat. Alternate until cards (or restraint) run out!